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Abstract
High resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are of great importance for flood modelling,
archaeological studies and rill erosion analysis. Three dimensional representations of terrain’s surfaces
can be retrieved from contour lines or elevation points. Another approach to create very high
resolution DEMs is by using laser scanners. These scanners can be installed on moving objects like cars,
trains and planes. Combining them with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) receiver permit users to obtain very precise point clouds.
The first drones with this technology are appearing on the market and have already shown their
effectiveness for crop analysis and forestry monitoring. A cheaper approach to create high resolution
DEMs for bare soil areas is photogrammetry with drones flying at low altitudes. Enough overlap in the
aerial images taken with those drones permit us to calculate three-dimensional coordinates for
keypoints that have automatically been recognized based on the Scale-Invariant Feature
Transformation algorithm (SIFT).
In this paper, the end products retrieved from those two different approaches are compared with
another. Field tests were conducted to collect data. Variations in altitude, type of drone and cameras
helped to understand which parameters influence the quality of the point clouds and DEMs created
from the analysis.
Altitude and speed of flight are the only significant parameters that influence the point clouds and
DEMs retrieved with the laser scanner. The point clouds and DEMs created using this technique are
more precise than the photogrammetric method. The latter additionally conveys a larger variation in
its derived point clouds due to camera specifications, flying altitude of the drone and amount of
overlap. It appears that sufficient pre-knowledge is required by the photogrammetric software to
successfully represent the reality in a three dimensional model.
For bare soils, both techniques performed well during this research as long as the correct equipment
and flying conditions are chosen. The choice of those parameters and the technique used is strongly
related to the expected end result and the budget one has.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Context and background
Photogrammetry from aerial images collected by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), combined with
post-processing is a promising methodology in terms of speed of data acquisition, automation of data
processing and cost-effectiveness. This technique has shown its effectiveness in many studies like rill
erosions caused by heavy rainfalls (Bazzoffi, 2015), archaeological site surveying (Chiabrando et al.,
2016), river and vegetation changes monitoring (Yutaka & Yoshihisa, 2016) and flood modelling
(Langhammer et al., 2017).
In his study, Bazzoffi (2015) uses photogrammetry to create high resolution DEMs. The aim of his study
is to localise the rill erosions caused by heavy rainfalls and the total amount of erosion in two different
test areas located near Rome. The major limitation of this technique is to obtain good aerial images.
The quality of these images and thus of the final DEM is strongly related to the camera specifications,
the lighting conditions, the stability of the drone and to the amount of image overlap. Also, this
methodology is invasive as ground control points need to be placed in the field to optimize camera
position and orientation estimations. The exact location of these ground control points need to be
measured with a Global Navigation Satellite System - (GNNS) receiver.
High resolution DEMs also play an important role in inundation predictions and quantifications
(Saksena, 2015). Finally, different kind of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are being used combined
with photogrammetry in archaeological studies (Fernández‐Hernandez et al., 2014). In their study,
Fernández‐Hernandez et al. demonstrate the effectiveness of this promissing and user friendly
technique.
The exponential development of technologies also expresses itself in drone- and drone equipment.
Batteries are becoming smaller, lighter and more powerfull (Kumar et al., 2012) while the stability of
drones is also improving (Kardasz et al., 2016). Electronic engines are becoming more powerfull and
lighter allowing drone to carry heavier weights like laser scanners and sofisticated instruments such as
Inertial Measurment Units (IMU) systems. Nowadays, Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) equipment
that originally was constructed to be used from planes is mounted on big drones (Risbøl & Gustavsen,
2018). This combination allow users to fly lower and slower than planes which permits them to scan
complex objects from different angles. Also, this combination allows users to create points clouds of
much higher density.
When it comes to forest structural characterizations, LiDAR has shown its effectiveness (Wang et al.,
2019). Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-borne laser scanning can be a way in between the labour
intense and time consuming technique of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and the costly campaigns
and low point density of Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) (Brede et al., 2017). In their paper, Brede et al.
compare points cloud data of a forest plot from the RIEGL VZ-400 TLS system and the new RIEGL
RiCOPTER with VUX-1UAV system. One of the biggest advantages of the RiCOPTER is that it can scan
larger areas faster. Furthermore, it carries an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) combined with a GNNS
receiver. Those instruments make it possible to create high resolution DEMs without having to place
ground control points in the field.
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1.2 Problem definition
The possibilities of the Structure-from-Motion (SfM) principle are strongly dependent on hardware
characteristics like CPU and amount of RAM. For example, in a study performed in 2012, the total
processing time for a typical photoset between 400 and 600 images was around 56 hours (with very
low quality settings) (Westoby et al., 2012). Those limitations are decreasing as technological
development is increasing exponentially. The power of cloud or network processing where tasks are
divided between several computers allows data to be processed much faster than before (Lai et al.,
2014).
Laser scanners installed on UAVs like the RiCOPTER with VUX-1UAV are newer and rely on more
advanced technologies. Therefore, the drones are generally much more expensive than off-the-shelf
drones which only include a simple camera.
Several drones combined with laser scanners have already been used for architectural surveys
(Maiellaro et al., 2015), coastal areas surveying (Chatzikyriakou, 2017) and riverscape topography
modelling (Resop et al., 2019).
Where the benefits of UAV-LS for vegetated areas are clear, the choice for bare soil areas is less
obvious. In this case, the question is which UAV-based technique performs the best and at what
costs?

1.3 Research objectives and research questions
Both LiDAR and Photogrammetry are currently being used to create high resolution DEMs. In this
research thesis, the methodologies and the end results of those two methods are going to be
compared. Results are derived from data collected in a study area where both methods perform the
best: an open and non-covered field. The main research objective is to analyse if the end results (point
clouds and DEMs) differ from one to another. This is to help future users of those techniques to use
the most adequate method for their applications or research.
Both methodologies are presented and explained in a theoretical background of this thesis research.
The end results are compared by using known ground control points and known objects placed in the
test area. Also, several rills will be dug. The depth of each rill is measured precisely beforehand. Those
measurements are used to analyse which technique is the most accurate.
My primary research question is: how do the high resolution DEMs created from the RiCOPTER with
VUX-1UAV system differ from the ones created with the more classical photogrammetry technique
from UAV?
A number of sub-research question follow:
1. What is the quality of the point clouds and DEMs derived from both methods?
2. Which parameters have an influence on the quality of those end products?
3. Is it possible to quantify those parameters?
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2. Methodology
2.1 Test area
All data was collected in the span of a day, on October 2nd, 2019. A total of 6 flights were executed by
my thesis supervisor Dr. Bartholomeus, PhD candidate Brede, master student Mauri and myself. Flights
were conducted over an empty potato field located north of the University of Wageningen (figure 1).

Figure 1: location of the test area (field located North of the university of Wageningen)
The field is approximately 150 meters long and 50 meters wide, with an area of 7500 square metres,
or 0.75 hectares. The 4 corner points of the study side shown in figure 1 have the following WGS84
coordinates:
A = 51.992665, 5.652756
B = 51.993193, 5.655077
C = 51.992790, 5.655523
D = 51.992241, 5.652993

2.1 Material used
The six flights were conducted using different drones owned by the University of Wageningen. They
include:
- The RiCOPTER with VUX-1UAV system
- The Mavic 2 Professional with its Hasselblad camera (20Mpx)
- The Phantom 3 Professional with its 1/2.3” CMOS (12.4Mpx) camera
Those three drones performed two flights each, one at an altitude of twenty meters above ground
level and another at forty meters above ground level. Due to technical issues, the first RiCOPTER flight
(at twenty meters) had to be performed manually. The other five flights were performed automatically
using applications and build-in software specially made for each used drone. In those applications and
software, the user defines the area of interest, the flying altitude and the desired output. For the Mavic
2 Professional and the Phantom 3 Professional, these applications automatically calculate the required
number of images to cover the area of interest. During these six flights, different kinds of data were
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collected. Table 1 shows an overview of the type of data collected per flight, the altitude and the
duration of each flight.
Table 1: specifications of each flight
Flight name
Altitude (above Type of
ground level)
collected
RiCOPTER_1

20 meters

RiCOPTER_2

40 meters

PhantomPro3_1
PhantomPro3_2
MavicPro2_1
MavicPro2_2

20 meters
40 meters
20 meters
40 meters

data Number
of flight
lines
LiDAR,
images, 13
IMU accelerations,
GNNS locations
LiDAR,
images, 24
IMU accelerations,
GNNS locations
Images
39
Images
19
Images
11
Images
15

Total
Amount
of
duration of data collected
flight
8’ 48”
476 images
51 765 174
points
13’ 28”
699 images
60 063 580
points
26’ 18”
527 images
11’ 34”
351 images
18’ 46"
328 images
12’ 50”
213 images

Unfortunately, a problem occurred during the MavicPro2_2 flight. Half of the images seemed to be
missing after realizing the flight and copying the data from the drone to a computer. Also, there
seemed to be some issues with the camera of the Phantom 3 Professional. The colours of the images
provided by the CMOS camera aren’t always representative of the reality and change a bit from one
image to another.

2.2 Methods
In order to answer the research question the following combinations of flights are compared:
1. The MavicPro2_1 with the MavicPro2_2. Both flights are complete and are performed using
the same camera. The two flights differ in altitude and in number of flight lines. This is due to
the fact that the Mavic 2 Professional flew in an east to west direction during the MavicPro2_1
flight which was at twenty meters above ground level. During the second flight MavicPro2_2
(at forty meters above ground level), the drone flew in an east to west direction and in an
north to south direction. Comparing those two flights gives us more information on the
influence of flying altitude and number of flight lines on the quality of the final products.
2. The PhantomPro3_1 with the MavicPro2_1. Both drones flew at the same altitude of twenty
meters above ground level during those two flights. The images taken during those two flights
were collected in an east to west direction. Those two flights only differ by the drone used and
thus the camera. Comparing those two flights will give us more information on the influence
of the used drone and the camera on the quality of the point clouds and DEMs.
3. The RiCOPTER_1 with the RiCOPTER_2 flight. Both flights use the same drone but each is
conducted at a different altitude. Comparing the point clouds and DEMs of those two flights
helps us understand how the altitude affects the quality of the final products using the UAVLS methodology.
4. The RiCOPTER_1 with the MavicPro_2. The point cloud and DEM created with the images
acquired during the MavicPro_2 flight appears to be the best representation of the chosen
study area (figure 1). This also counts for the RiCOPTER_1. Comparing the point clouds and
DEMs created using data from these two flights helps to determine which performed best and
why.
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To compare the point clouds and DEMs created during these different flights, validation data is needed.
To get validation data, multiple objects are used and placed in the test area. Those objects include:
-

Known objects placed on the ground: two different boxes that are used to transport all the
material to the test field. Furthermore, two different kind of markers are placed in the test
area and triangular shaped objects used for the calibration of the LiDAR data acquired with the
RiCOPTER. All those objects are also measured so they can be used to control the quality of
the different point clouds and DEMs (see table 2).
Thirty rills are also dug within the test area. These rills represent potential rill erosion locations
in the field. The depth of the rills are based on realistic erosions caused by heavy rainfalls
(Bazzoffi, 2015). The deepest point of each rill is carefully measured using the method of
Bazzoffi (2015) (figure 4). The depth of those rills varies between 3.5 and 37.0 cm. The width
of the rills vary between 12.8 and 98.6 cm. The Varying depth and width of the rills allow us to
understand later how the shape of the rills affects the margin of error measured per rill for
each end product created.
The locations of the two different kind of markers are carefully measured using a Real Time
Kinetic instrument. All these markers are measured twice with the RTK device in order to
reduce the possibility of a random error. In total, 39 markers are placed in the test area. Nine
of them are used as ground control point in the processing steps of the photogrammetric part
of the research. The other thirty markers are only used as validation data. The locations of
these markers are not used in the processing steps of the photogrammetric part. However,
the measured coordinates of those remaining thirty markers serve as validation data to control
the quality of the end products.

-

-

The list of known objects and their specifications described above are found in table 2, 3 and 4 in the
Appendix section. The variation of the rills is represented in figure 2 and 3 below.
Table 2: specifications of known objects
Type
Number Dimensions
Big box
1
65 x 49.8 x 34cm
Small box
1
60 x 36.5 x 18.5cm
Marker 1
9
60 x 60cm
Marker 2
30
41.4 x 30.4cm
Triangular Prism
7
60.8 x 60.8cm

Volume (or area)
110 058cm3
40 515cm3
3 600 cm²
1 258,56cm²
depends of the angle
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Figure 2: depth variation of the thirty rills in the test area.
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Figure 3: width variation of the thirty rills in the test area.
The maximum depth and width is measured exactly in the alignment of the centre of the placed
markers. To measure the depth of the rills, a wooden stick is placed from end to end of the each rill.
The maximum depth is measured using a measuring tape (figure 4).

Figure 4: (left) measuring the depth of rill number 1, (right) test area and positioned known objects
(from foreground to background: triangulate prism, rills and the big box).
It is only possible to measure distance in point clouds between created points. Point cloud viewer
software like CloudCompare do not allow the user to click somewhere in space and measure a distance.
Therefore, measuring a rill’s depth in a point cloud needs to be done indirectly. CloudCompare does
show angles and distances between points that have been preselected. Figure 5 shows how a rill’s
depths is calculated indirectly using trigonometry.
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Figure 5: indirect measurement of the depth of a rill using trigonometry
First, three points are selected in the point cloud: the beginning and ending points of the rill and the
deepest measured point. Then trigonometry is used to calculate the depth of each rill. In Figure 5 we
can see for example a calculated depth of 7.47 cm.
The location of the objects and the rills were chosen to ensure a good spatial distribution in the test
area (figure 7). This spatial distribution helps us understand if there is a relationship between the
location of the rill or placed object itself and the quality of the same object in the end products. For
example, it might be possible that the absolute coordinates of the point clouds created with the
photogrammetry approach decrease when the distance to a ground control point increases.
Overall, data from this test shows a lot of variance to help us understand which parameters has an
influence on the quality of the final point clouds and DEMs. Figure 6 is a flowchart that shows the
different steps taken for the chosen test.

7

Figure 6: flowchart of the different steps made for both approaches.

8

Figure 7: map of the test area and the location of the known objects.
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3. Theoretical background
3.1 Photogrammetry: the Structure-from-Motion (SfM) workflow
Photogrammetry is the science of making reliable measurements by the use of photographs. This
science is based on parallax which is a displacement or difference in the apparent position of an object
viewed along two different lines of sight, and is measured by the angle of inclination between those
two lines (Ohtsuka et al., 2002). Overlap in images is needed to reconstruct surfaces. This
reconstruction is based on inner and exterior orientations as the position of the camera and its
parameters change for each photo captured. With enough images and enough overlap it is possible to
generate a three dimensional model of the photographed objects.
The software Agisoft Metashape Pro uses Structure from Motion (SfM) principles to generate diverse
products from a large number of images of the same object taken under different angles. Those
products can be for example a dense point cloud, an orthomosaic, or a DEM. The SfM principles rely
on Stereographic parallax. Stereographic parallax is an apparent displacement of an object when seen
from two different positions.
The Structure from Motion principles differ from conventional photogrammetry as the camera
positions and orientations are automatically solved without any prior known positions (Olsson &
Enqvist, 2011). This automatization relies on identification of matching features in multiples images.
The products that are made using the SfM principles have therefore an accurate relative positioning.
However, ground control points (CGPs) are recommended in order to have a good absolute positioning
of the end products in space. Those CGPs can be added post-hoc by using visible features in the
generated point cloud. The coordinates of those features need to be measured by ground survey (i.e.,
by GPS).

3.1.1 Image acquisition and keypoint extraction
The goal of SfM is to determine the 3D locations of features that are present in multiple images taken
from different positions. The first step of SfM is the identification of recognizable features such as
corner points (edges with gradients in multiple directions). Those objects are tracked from one image
to the next. A popular method for this part of the SfM pipeline is the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) object recognition system. This system is implemented in Agisoft Metashape software, through
the incorporation of the SiftCPU algorithm.
The SIFT algorithm was developed by Lowe in 2004. In his paper, Distinctive Image Features from ScaleInvariant Keypoints, Lowe (2004) gives an explanation of his algorithm. A description of the SIFT
algorithm pipeline is given in this paper to better understand how it is possible to automatize and
create a point cloud from aerial images only.
SIFT is a method to extract the location of features that are present in multiple images. This algorithm
can be used in images that have different rotations, scale and illumination. The SIFT algorithm is
divided into five steps. In the first step called the “scale-space extrema detection” local extrema in
space are found. The algorithm does this by comparing each pixel with its eight neighbours. When the
algorithm detects a clear jump in the pixel values, it automatically saves the location of the pixel. During
the second step called “keypoint localization”, the low contrast keypoints and edge keypoints are
saved in a database. Only the strong interest points remain after this step. The third step is called
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“orientation assignment”. During this step, each keypoint receives an orientation value based on the
36 pixels around it. In the fourth step called “keypoint descriptor”, descriptors are created in the form
of vectors. All the keypoints and there descriptors are saved in a database. “Keypoint matching” is the
last step of the SIFT algorithm. In this step, all the keypoints and their descriptors are compared
between different images. If one descriptor of a certain keypoint matches of the descriptor of another
keypoint in a different picture, then the two keypoints are matched. This is simply put how the SIFT
algorithm manages to find and recognize similar features present in different images.

3.1.2 3D Scene reconstruction
Once keypoints are matched using their descriptors, the camera positions are calculated using the
bundle adjustment method (Mashhuri & Ahmad, 2008). Once the camera positions are calculated,
their rotation (R) and translation (t) are calculated. Triangulation is then used to calculate the 3D
coordinates of the keypoints (figure 8). These calculations are based on a least square method (see
formula). A low density or sparse point cloud is generated by matching the keypoints from different
images.

Figure 8: keypoint coordinates calculation using three images.
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In this formula, R and t are respectively the rotation and the translation that need to be estimated. In
order to do so, the least square method is used. Observed and predicted image locations are used. For
each chosen rotation and translation, the differences between the predicted and observed location
are calculated. When the square of those differences is smallest, then the translation and rotation is
estimated.
The full automation of this process, from keypoint detection and extraction to reconstruction of the
scene geometry is a clear advantage of the SfM method over more traditional photogrammetric
approaches.
After the calculation of the camera positions and the coordinates of the keypoints are calculated, a
dense points cloud can be derived by implementing the Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo (CMVS)
algorithm (Furukawa et al., 2010) and the Patch-based Multi-view Stereo (PMVS2) algorithm (Wang et
al., 2014). The overlapping images are decomposed in smaller clusters by CMVS. Then PMVS2 is used
to reconstruct 3D data from these individual clusters. These processing steps are the most time and
processing consuming steps of the SfM pipeline. The result of these steps is a significant increase in
point density. Agisoft Metashape uses a similar algorithm than the CMVS and PMVS2 for scene
reconstructions.

3.1.3 Post-processing and digital elevation model generation
In order to obtain a point cloud that is well and precisely positioned into space, manual identification
of Ground Control Points (GCPs) is necessary. GCP are placed in the field and are present in several
images that are used as input to the SfM pipeline. The coordinates of those GCPs are measured and
later used to calculate the appropriate transformation to localize the entire point cloud in a certain
coordinate system. In our research, a Real Time Kinetic device is used and the coordinates are
measured in the Amersfoort / RD New coordinate system (EPSG: 7415).
During the transformation, seven unknown parameters are calculated (three rotations values, three
translation values and a scale factor). A solution of those seven unknown requires at least three
matching images and object space coordinates (Elnima, 2015).
Transforming the dense point cloud to a Digital Elevation Model (grid) is done by using a gridding
procedure (Rychkov et al., 2012). This technique decomposes an original point cloud into a regular grid
for which each cells receives different values like minimum, maximum and mean. Those values are
later used to general a DEM. This simple technique is efficient and facilitates the extraction of terrain
models based on the minimum grid value for example.
The result is a fully georeferenced and high-resolution points cloud, DEM and an orthophoto.
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3.2 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Laser Scanner (UAV-LS)
3.2.1 RIEGL RiCOPTER specifications
The RIEGL RiCOPTER is an octocopter with a wingspan of 192 centimetres and a weight of
approximately seventeen kilograms with batteries. It can carry a maximum load of eight kilograms for
a flight time of up to thirty minutes (Brede et al., 2017). For this research, the RiCOPTER used is
equipped with the VUX-1UAV. This is a laser scanner of 3.75 kilograms that emits a pulse at 1550 nm
at a maximum repetition rate of 550 Hz. The RiCOPTER carries also the system controller, an IMU
(Inertial Measurement Unit), a GNSS-receiver, and cameras. The total weight of the RiCOPTER,
equipped with the VUX-1UAV system used for this study is 25 kg. Operating the RiCOPTER requires a
pilot license. The pilot must respect the light UAV regulations (Penny, 2017).
The scanner is mounted under the drone and uses a rotating mirror allowing it to measure at an angle
of 330 degrees.

3.2.2 Airborne Laser Scanner: from data acquisition until DEM
3.2.2.1 Data acquisition (LiDAR principles)
Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) is an active form of remote sensing that uses light and its
principles to calculate coordinates (Jingye & Yaocheng, 2019). LiDAR technology is used in laser
scanners in order to measure distances. A light beam travels at the speed of light between the scanner
and the objects it encounters. A small part of the light encountering those objects bounces back to
the instrument. For each light pulse sent, the instrument keeps track of the time of travelling of the
light beam and the horizontal and vertical angle of the rotating mirror installed in the instrument. With
this data, the instrument is able to derive the coordinates of the objects that the beam encounters.
The vertical angle of the scanner under the RiCOPTER remains the same. This means that isnthe beam
always points straight under the drone. While the drone is flying, the internal GNNS receiver calculates
with good accuracy the location of the drone. The IMU unit keeps track of all accelerations in any
direction in order to increase the accuracy of the location of the drone in the air. While those two
systems are working together, the scanner rotates at high speed and measures points located under
the drone with great accuracy. In very inclined turns (generally at the end of each flightline), the
scanner stops rotating. During those turns, it sometimes happens that the absolute precision of the
measured points is less precise.
A ground-based station is used to increase the accuracy of the GNNS receiver of the drone. The groundbased station constantly receives corrections from the Dutch 06-GPS network. This network covers the
entire Netherlands and is composed of high accuracy GNNS receivers. Those receivers are located on
places from where the absolute location is known with a high degree of accuracy. This allows to
calculate small deviations in the received signal from GNNS satellites for each location. At any time, a
certain correction of those locations is saved in a big database. Those corrections are then used by the
users of the 06-GPS network to increase the accuracy of their GNNS receivers. The chosen test field
was not located near one of those GNNS receiver. Therefore, the installed ground-based station
simulated one of those receivers of the network. Triangulation is used to get the optimum correction
for the position of our base-station.
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3.2.2.2 Data processing
The producer of the RiCOPTER drone named RIEGL provides a software called RiPROCESS to help users
converting raw data to a point cloud. The raw data processing can be divided into six steps (figure 6).
The first step is the calculation of the exact flight trajectories. For this, RIEGL does not provide any
software or tools. Therefore, third party software such as Applanix POSPac Mobile Mapping Suite can
be used. For this step, additional base station data are acquired. This additional data can be correction
from the Dutch 06-GPS network for example. Those corrections help the GNNS receiver located on the
base station to calculate with great precision the absolute coordinate of the base station. During this
step, the GNSS receiver and the IMU installed on the RiCOPTER reconstruct the flight trajectory.
At the same time, the raw data from the scanner is transformed to coordinates in the scanner’s
coordinate system. During this step, Multiple Time Around (MTA) is taken care of. MTA range
ambiguity occurs when pulses are fired before their predecessor pulses can return. The VUX-1UAV has
a Pulse Repetition Rate (PRR) of 550 kHz. At this frequency, MTA start causing a problem when the
drone flies above 100 meters.
Combining the flight trajectory with the transformed coordinates from the raw scan data creates the
first point clouds, one per flight line. Those point clouds have already a great accuracy. However, when
sub-centimetre accuracy is required, small errors that occurred in the flight trajectory calculations can
be removed. Indeed, the possible error during this step is more important than the range of error of
the scanner (mm scale). One way to remove those trajectory calculation errors is by using RiPRECISION
which is a package within RiPROCESS. So far this process demands no user interaction. It can be
supported by GCPs that have been independently located to within millimetres, e.g., with Real Time
Kinematic (RTK) GNSS.
The point cloud processing can be finished off with removal of atmospheric noise, which is visible as
returns close to the flight trajectory with typically low reflectivity, and target type classification.
Finished point clouds can be exported from RiPROCESS in common file formats, e.g., ASCII and LAS, to
continue analysis in dedicated software packages.
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4. Results and discussion
4.1 Photogrammetry point cloud density and camera specifications
The point clouds generated with the photogrammetric approach show big differences in point density and
in height estimations. Figure 9 shows a transect view of different cross sections of about forty cm long and
ten centimetres large of rill number one.

Figure 9: different cross sections of rill number one viewed in CloudCompare v2.10.2.
As we can see, the point cloud generated with the images from the MavicPro2_1 flight is denser than the
one created with the images from the MavicPro2_2 flight. This is because the MavicPro2_1 was flown at
a lower altitude. The difference in point density is also related to the camera. The Mavic 2 Professional is
equipped with an L1D-20c camera from Hasselblad with a resolution of 5472 by 3648 pixels (total amount
of 19.961.856 pixels per picture). The Phantom Pro 3 is equipped with an older camera: the FC300X from
DJI. That model develops 4000 by 3000 pixels (total amount of 12.000.000 pixels per picture).
Also, the images of the Phantom Pro 3 are lightly compressed (approximatively 3.26 bits/pixel) which
means the images lose some of their quality. In contrast, the L1D-20c from the Mavic 2 Professional does
not compress images. Finally, another difference that we can notice between the two cameras is the focal
length. Both cameras have a fix focal length. Therefore, there is no possibility of zooming in. However, the
focal length of the L1D-20c is of 10 mm while the FC300X has a focal length of 4 mm. This difference is
clearly visible in the two images of figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10: raw images taken during the test (left images of the MavicPro2_2 flight and right image from
the PhantomPro3_2 flight.

Figure 11: same level of zoom on rill number 26 of both raw images in figure 10.
The left image is taken with the L1D-20c camera mounted on the Mavic 2 Professional while the right
image is taken with the FC300X camera mounted on the Phantom 3 Professional. Both images are taken
from an altitude of forty meters. We can notice that the image taken with the L1D-20c camera of the Mavic
2 Professional is more “zoomed in”. This, combined with a better resolution results in much more detailed
images than the images taken with the Phantom 3 Professional (figure 11). These camera differences
combined with the fact that the Mavic 2 Professional is a much newer drone and thus more stable than
the Phantom 3 Professional explains why the point density of the point clouds differ from one another
(figure 9). In table 5, the total amount of points and the point density of the point clouds derived from the
analysis are found.
When we take a look at the points density of the point clouds acquired with the RiCOPTER, we notice an
overall decrease compared to the ones creates with the photogrammetric approach. Indeed, the
RiCOPTER_1 flight at an altitude of twenty meters is composed by approximately 0.33 points/cm² while
the RiCOPTER_2 flight at forty meters has a density of 0.38 points/cm². The second flight is composed by
26 flight lines while the first one is composed by 13 flight lines. The points density of the RiCOPTER flights
could have been increased by flying longer. The drone measure a certain amount of points per seconds
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(see paragraph 3.2.1) until a certain distance. Flying lower and closer to the test area means that more
measured points are located in the test area. The point density of the models acquired with the RiCOPTER
is therefore strongly related to the altitude at which the drone flies and the amount of time the drone
stays in the air. A very high point density could be obtained by flying slowly at a low altitude. Of course,
this depends on the batterie capacity of the RiCOPTER and the equipment used. A lighter total weight of
the drone would allow the RiCOPTER to fly longer as his engines would not have to work as much than if
it was carrying a heavy total weight.
Table 5: specifications of the models
Flight
Altitude
RiCOPTER_1
20 meters
RiCOPTER_2
40 meters
PhantomPro3_1
20 meters
PhantomPro3_2
40 meters
MavicPro2_1
20 meters
MavicPro2_2
40 meters

Flight lines
13
24
39
19
11
15

Total number of points
51 765 174 points
60 063 580 points
382 364 007 points
207 245 158 points
1 073 067 670 points
333 649 353 points

Point density
0.33 points/cm²
0.38 points/cm²
1.35 points/cm²
0.37 points/cm²
4.54 points/cm²
1.14 points/cm²

Figure 12: point density for 1 RiCOPTER flightline from the RiCOPTER_1 flight at 20 meters.
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4.2 Differences in Z value of points
Another interesting observation is that the Z value of each point and thus the estimated height of placed
objects differ a lot from one flight to another using the photogrammetric approach. Figure 13 represents
three different datasets at the location of the big box. We can clearly see that the big box is represented
at the same location but at very different heights. For example, in the point cloud created with images
acquired during the PhantomPro3_1 flight, the height of the big box is only estimated to be 20.1
centimetres. The same big box is estimated to be 65.7 centimetres in the point cloud created with images
acquired during the MavicPro2_2 flight. The data of the RiCOPTER showed a height estimation of the big
box at 65.2 cm.

Figure 13: three different point clouds representing the big box merged together in CloudCompare
v2.10.2.
The exact height of the big box is sixty-five centimetres (see table 2 in paragraph 2.1). The same height
differences from one dataset to another are also noticed in the depth of the thirty rills (figure 9). Some
datasets are a better representation of the reality while others are flattened. Figure 14 represents different
scatter plots between the real depth of the thirty rills and their depth measured in the datasets. As we can
see, the regression lines differ a lot from one model to another. For each regression line, a function in the
form of Ax + B is calculated and an R².
If the measured depth of the thirty rills of a random dataset called “perfect” would perfectly match the
exact depth of the thirty rills, then this dataset “perfect” would have for equation 1x and a r² = 1. In other
words, the closer A and R² get to 1, the better the measured depth in the point cloud generated match the
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exact depth measured in the field. It’s the combination of those two parameters that are important. A
regression line with a value of 1 for A and 0.01 for R² is possible and is not a good representation of reality.
Relationship: measured depth from point cloud - real depth

40

y = 0,984x + 0,1649
R² = 0,9809

Measured Depth in points clouds (cm)

35

y = 0,962x + 0,2879
R² = 0,988
y = 0,9569x - 1,5936
R² = 0,9052

30

y = 0,9125x - 1,1721
R² = 0,907

25

20

y = 0,6024x + 0,4455
R² = 0,874
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5

y = 0,1439x + 0,3174
R² = 0,7542
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Figure 14: relationship between the real depth of each rill and the measured depth in each dataset.
In Figure 14, a total of six datasets are represented. The flight MavicPro2_2 is shown twice. One
representation is done only using images taken in the east to west direction while the other representation
takes into account images taken in a north to south direction. This decision is made to compare the
generated point cloud of the MavicPro2_2 flight with the point cloud generated from the MavicPro2_1
flight. The latter was flown in an east to west direction and at an altitude of twenty meters above ground
level. No regression line of the PhantomPro3_2 flight is calculated as the quality of the images taken with
the FC300X camera at forty meters high were not good enough to generate a proper point cloud.
However, a point cloud was generated with the images from that flight. The entire point cloud was
flattened in such a way that the height of objects and depth of the thirty rills were not properly visible and
therefore calculable.
When analysing the calculated regression line of the six datasets, we notice that the point clouds
generated with the MLS approach give a better representation of the depth of the thirty rills. Even though
the point density of this technique is not as good as the one obtained with the photogrammetric
technique, it seems that the z value of each point is closer to the reality than the photogrammetric
approach. In order to confirm this, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is calculated for each flight. For
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each point, the difference between the observed value and the predicted value is measured (residuals).
The RMSE is the square root of the variance of the residuals. It indicates the absolute fit of the model to
the data–how close the observed data points are to the model’s predicted values. Whereas R-squared is a
relative measure of fit, RMSE is an absolute measure of fit. RMSE can be interpreted as the standard
deviation of the unexplained variance, and has the useful property of being in the same units as the
response variable. The following table shows statistical values of each flight.
Table 6: equation, R² and RMSE value for each flight
Flight
Equation
MavicPro2_1 (20m)
y = 0.6194x + 0.1096
MavicPro2_2 (40m)
y = 0.9125x - 1.1721
MavicPro2_2 (40m one direction)
y = 0.9569x - 1.5936
PhantomPro3_1 (20m)
y = 0.1439x + 0.3174
RiCOPTER_1 (20m)
y = 0.984x + 0.1649
RiCOPTER_2 (40m)
y = 0.962x + 0.2879

R²
0.8813
0.907
0.9052
0.7542
0.9809
0.988

RMSE (cm)
6.462584622
3.262434407
3.090153333
13.96509936
1.026861453
0.880047021

4.2.1 Flying altitude
Another interesting result that we can notice in figure 14 is that the model created with the images from
the MavicPro2_2 flight has better results than the one created with the MavicPro2_1 flight. One could
think that the lower a drone flew during the acquisitions of the aerial images, the better the model
would represent the reality. This way of thinking seems logical as the quality of the aerial images is
better when the drone flies lower (see paragraph 4.1). The reason why this does not always work is that
when a certain drone flies too low, there is a potential risk that the entire profile of the photographed rill
is not visible in enough images to properly represent the rill. For example, when we take a look at figure
15 we can notice that the drone flier higher has a higher chance to take a picture where the deepest
point of the rill is visible.

Figure 15: explanation drawing of the importance of flying high enough.
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In figure 15 we can also see the same drone flying at a lower altitude. At a low altitude, the deepest point
of the photographed rill is not visible at all. It might be possible that the low flying drone takes a pictures
at a certain moment when the deepest point is visible. However, enough overlap is necessary for the SIFT
algorithm to properly calculate the coordinates of the recognized pixels (see paragraph 3.1.2).
In table 6, the amount of images taken with the Mavic 2 Professional per rill is represented.
Table 7: amount of images taken of the height first rills per flight
Rill numb. Mavic 20m (one direction) Mavic 40m (one direction)
1
8
15
2
9
16
3
6
15
4
9
15
5
11
15
6
12
19
7
8
18
8
7
16

Mavic 40 m (both direction)
30
34
30
31
40
38
33
33

As we can notice, flying twice as high with the Mavic 2 Professional permits to have much more ground
overlap. Indeed, each rills is photographed almost twice as much when the drone is flying at forty meter
high than when flying at twenty meters high. Even more images are taken when the drone is flying in both
direction (East-West and South-North).
When we take a look at figure 14, we can notice a big improvement between the Mavic 2 Professional
flight at twenty meters high and the Mavic 2 Professional flight at forty meters high. This improvement
can also be explained by the results in table 6. Indeed, flying at forty meters resulted in twice as much
overlap. However, flying in both directions does not seem to affect the improvement of the generated
model. In table 6 we notice that flying in both direction result again in twice as much overlap than flying
at the same altitude but only in one direction. We would expect the same amount of improvement
between the orange and grey regression lines in figure 14. However, the improvement was hardly
noticeable between those two regression lines.
It seems that a certain amount of aerial images is needed of each pixels in order to have good depth
estimations of objects and rills on the terrain. At a certain point, enough overlap is reached and more aerial
images of an object placed on the ground does not seem to improve even more the generated model. So,
at a certain point, it does not matter anymore if a certain object on the ground is well visible in 30, 50 or
even 100 images. The computer already made the best possible representation of the object.
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For the Mavic 2 Professional drone, we can see a clear improvement in the created model when the drone
is flying higher. Flying in both direction does not seem to have a very big impact on the quality of the
model. This improvement of end results could be described as a sigmoid curve representation (figure 16).
Sigmoid curves are often used in biochemistry and pharmacology to represent a certain point of saturation
(Bardsley & Childs, 1975). Figure 15 is an example of how the amount of images of a certain object affect
the height estimation of the same object using the Mavic 2 Professional using with the photogrammetric
approach.

Figure 16: representation of a sigmoid curve.
For our research, it could be possible to calculate a minimal required amount of images of an object for
the Mavic 2 Professional. This number of images would help users determine what the optimum flying
altitude is for that drone. In fact, This minimal amount of aerial images required could be estimated for
each drone according to the type of camera used. Of course, this amount of images also depends on the
shape of the photographed object on the ground (see next paragraph).
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4.2.2 Shape of the rill
The shape of the photographed object will also help one to determine how well the created model would
give a proper representation of the reality. Indeed, some objects have a complex structure that makes it
difficult for the SIFT algorithm to create a proper representation of the object itself. (Nicolae et al., 2014).
From our results, we noticed that the exact depth and shape of certain rills were easily calculatable than
for others. For example, rills that have a wide opening were in general easier to process than rills with a
narrow opening. Also, the depth of each rill played an important role (figure 17).

Figure 17: effect of object’s shapes on the representation of the depth of the rill.
In order to study the relationship between the shape of each rill and the calculated depth I decided to first
calculate a ratio per rill. This ratio would be one number giving a approximative description of each rill
according to how easy their depths should be measurable. The chosen ratio was a simple division of the
opening by the depth (see formula).

RATIO_rill = OPENING_rill / DEPTH_rill
With OPENING_rill in cm
And DEPTH_rill in cm

For example, rill number 21 possesses a very wide opening of 98.6 cm and is only 8.5 cm deep. Using the
above formula for rill number 21 would give us:
RATIO_rill(21) = OPENING_rill(21) / DEPTH_rill(21)
RATIO_rill(21) = 98.6 / 8.5 = 0.09
On the other hand, rill number 23 is the deepest rill present in the test area with 37.0 cm. The opening of
rill number 23 is of 47.8 cm. Again, using the above mentioned formula for this rill would give us:
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RATIO_rill(23) = OPENING_rill(23) / DEPTH_rill(23)
RATIO_rill(23) = 47.8 / 37.0 = 0.77
As figure 17 represents, the exact depth of rill number 23 should be harder to calculate than the exact
depth of rill number 21. Then, theoretically, the higher the ratio is, the more difficult the exact depth is
calculatable. Then, there should be a positive correlation between the ratio of each rill and the error
between the real depth of that rill and the calculated depth (the higher the ratio is, the bigger the potential
error should be). To determine if this theory is correct, I plotted the error of estimation as a function of
the ratio of each rill (figure 18).

Figure 18: relationship between the calculated ratio and the depth error for each rill.
As we can see, there is a positive correlation between the two chosen parameters (ratio and depth error)
for the 3 plotted flight: PhantomPro3_1 (grey), MavicPro2_1 (blue) and MavicPro2_2 (orange) meaning
this relation is true. The value of R² tells us something about “how true” this relationship is.
The value of R² for all flight is however a bit poor except for the MavicPro2_1 flight which was done at
twenty meters high. This means, that when the drone is flying low, the shape of the rill have a much bigger
impact on the measured depth from the models than when the drone is flying higher. This phenomena is
also showed in figure 15. For example, if the rill drawn in figure 15 would be more width, then the altitude
at which the drone flies would matter less as the entire profile of the rill would be easily visible. This would
lead to more overlap and thus more images covering the entire profile of the drawn rill.
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4.3 Planimetric precision
For the photogrammetric pipeline, nine ground control points were placed on the test area. A Real Time
Kinetic (RTK) device was used to measure with great precision the absolute coordinates of those ground
control points in the coordinate system Amersfoort / RD New with the following EPSG code: 7415. The
same RTK device was used to measure the centre of the thirty markers located near each rill. Those thirty
coordinates weren’t used in the processing steps of the photogrammetric pipeline. The coordinates were
used as validation to check how well the calculated coordinates of the created points were matching the
measured coordinates at those thirty locations. In table 6 (appendix) you can find the measured X, Y and
Z coordinates for the thirty points per flight.
As we can see in table 6 in the appendix, the measured X, Y and Z coordinate of each thirty marker differ
from one point cloud to another. The X and Y coordinate for the Mavic 20 meters and Mavic 40 meters are
really close to the measured one with the RTK device. The Z coordinate of those two flights differ more
from the ones measured with the RTK device. In table 7, the error for each coordinate relative to the true
coordinates has been calculated. The absolute average and the standard deviation per flight was also
calculated.
Table 8: X, Y and Z error relative to the true coordinates (measured with RTK device)
MAVIC 20 METERS
MAVIC 40 METERS
RiCOPTER 20 METERS
Point
X error
Y error Z error
X error
Y error
Z error
X error
Y error
Z error
1
0,045
-0,025 -0,179
0,013
0,016
0,022
-1,191
1,308
0,398
2
0,033
-0,017 -0,134
0,011
0,014
-0,018
-1,196
1,311
0,411
3
0,060
-0,016 -0,114
0,016
0,027
-0,022
-1,194
1,319
0,424
4
0,035
-0,016 -0,023
0,002
0,016
-0,051
-1,212
1,328
0,399
5
0,005
0,021
-0,265
0,019
0,030
0,127
-1,216
1,359
0,382
6
0,017
0,018
-0,264
0,025
0,016
0,058
-1,204
1,365
0,386
7
0,022
0,015
-0,272
0,025
0,019
-0,004
-1,177
1,345
0,384
8
0,046
-0,013 -0,194
0,020
0,026
0,023
-1,163
1,343
0,415
9
0,027
-0,063 -0,071
-1,177
1,288
0,385
10
0,034
-0,022 0,021
-1,163
1,323
0,399
11
0,040
-0,016 -0,207
0,047
0,021
0,287
-1,154
1,345
0,404
12
0,074
-0,040 0,004
0,027
-0,001
-0,033
-1,185
1,346
0,375
13
0,038
-0,014 0,066
0,008
0,009
-0,077
-1,206
1,338
0,375
14
0,024
-0,003 0,093
0,004
0,016
-0,060
-1,174
1,405
0,367
15
0,016
0,038
0,139
0,004
0,019
-0,036
-1,184
1,344
0,392
16
-0,011
0,054
0,153
-0,005
0,019
-0,036
-1,180
1,355
0,378
17
-0,039
0,093
0,201
-0,005
0,016
-0,009
-1,216
1,372
0,368
18
0,031
0,008
0,189
-1,162
1,329
0,382
19
0,041
-0,010 0,229
-1,214
1,356
0,398
20
-0,015
0,058
-0,123
-0,009
0,019
-0,097
-1,211
1,347
0,364
21
0,011
0,029
0,004
0,016
0,011
-0,071
-1,212
1,328
0,361
22
-0,001
0,041
0,041
0,012
0,003
-0,075
-1,168
1,358
0,366
23
-0,042
0,088
0,111
-0,005
0,011
-0,024
-1,199
1,362
0,359
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Average
Average*
STD

-0,013
0,049
-0,036
-0,031
-0,031
-0,024
-0,021
0.030

0,061
-0,026
0,087
0,091
0,078
0,066
0,055
0.039

-0,179
-0,049
-0,245
-0,289
-0,232
-0,184
0,046
0.144

0,008
-0,002
0,010
0,021
0,051

0,022
0,022
0,016
0,026
0,037

-0,066
-0,065
-0,037
0,105
0,168

0.015

0.018

0.065

0.032

0.044

0.160

0.015

0.008

0.091

-1,168
-1,224
-1,187
-1,159
-1,164
-1,178
-1,201
1.188
0.018
0.020

1,328
1,344
1,290
1,328
1,297
1,298
1,301
1.335
0.021
0.027

0,372
0,392
0,367
0,383
0,381
0,381
0,394
0.385
0.013
0.016

The average value of all the errors has been calculated in order to compare the three different flight. This
average has been calculated by taking the average of the absolute values of each error. The standard
deviation has also been calculated to know more about the spread of the data. Wat we can see is that the
coordinates derived from the RiCOPTER flight seem to all be shifted slightly to the North-West. Also, the
elevation of the same coordinates happen to have a systematic error. The average X shift is about -1.188
meters. The average Y shift is about 1.335 meters and all the points seems to be about 0.385 meters to
high. Once applying those correction to the coordinates, their X and Y coordinate have much smaller errors
in comparison with the ones measured with the RTK device. The Z values of the points measured with the
RiCOPTER flight, have, after having applied the correction, a much better precision compared to the points
created using the photogrammetric approach. The average height error is about 14.4 centimetres for the
Mavic 20 meters flight, 6.5 centimetres for the Mavic 40 meters flight and 1.3 cm for the RiCOPTER flight.
The X and Y errors for the Mavic 20 meters have a respectively average of about 3.0 and 3.9 cm. For the
40 meters flight of the Mavic, those values are respectively 1.5 and 1.8 cm. The RiCOPTER shows after
correction also very good X and Y estimations with an average X error of 1.8 cm and an average Y error of
2.1 cm. The error for each coordinate per flight is represented in figure 19. In figure 19 we can clearly see
that the Z error shows more variation than the X and Y value for almost all the flights expect for the
RiCOPTER flight at 20 meters. Also, we can see that the Z value shows bigger errors with the
photogrammetry approach.
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Figure 19: variation of errors for the MavicPro2_1 flight, the MavicPro2_2 flight and the RiCOPTER_1
flight.
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4.4 Final DEMs
There are several ways to create Digital Elevation Models from point clouds. For our photogrammetric
approach, a build-in option of the software Agisoft Metashape Professional was used. This step is a part
of the main workflow. For this step, the user define the type of projection, the coordinate system used,
the source data, the type of interpolation and the resolution required.
Figure 20 shows the create DEM with Agisoft Metashape Professional using images from the Mavic_2 flight
(40 meters high). The created DEM had a resolution of 0.01 meter.

Figure 20: DEM from Mavic_2 flight with Agisoft Metashape Professional.
In figure 20 we can clearly see the places objects and dug rills on the ground.
Another way of creating DEMs from point cloud is by using a simple code build in LAStools. In this code,
the user defines the location of the point cloud, the output and the desired resolution. For the point cloud
acquired with the RiCOPTER, LAStools was used to create DEMs. Figure 21 represent a part of the created
DEM. The same resolution of 0.01 m was chosen. However, the RiCOPTER_1 flight have a resolution of
0.33 point/cm². To avoid having pixels without height information, LAStools uses an interpolation method.
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Figure 21: DEM from RiCOPTER_1 flight created with LAStools.
Figure 21 represent a small part of the entire created DEM of the chosen test area. This part of the entire
DEM was chosen to show the resolution. We can clearly see footsteps passing by rills and objects placed
on the test area. The ground was pretty soft that day resulting in steps between 5 to 10 cm deep. The fact
that those footsteps are visible in the created DEM shows how precise the quality of the point cloud is and
the resolution.
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5. Final discussion
Both methodologies permitted us to create accurate high resolution Digital Elevation Models. The
photogrammetric results showed more variance depending on the type of camera used and the distance
between the camera and the objects present on the ground. Other parameters such as the shape of the
object, the lightning conditions, wind and thus the quality of the images have an impact on the quality of
the model.
The results show that not every kind of drone and camera is adequate to detect small elevation changes
like our thirty rills. In this study we realised, for example, that the Phantom 3 Professional with its FC300X
camera is not appropriate to properly modulate small elevation changes and height of objects. The camera
specifications of the Phantom 3 Professional were lacking which resulted in poor quality images in
comparison of those taken with the Mavic 2 Professional. In the models created from the images taken
with the Phantom 3 Professional, the rills and the placed objects on the test area were flatted down and
every kind of change of elevation on the ground that was real was smoothed out. This issue was also
observable with the Mavic 2 Professional when flying low. A good camera and enough overlap seem to be
important to properly represent the terrain using the photogrammetry approach.
The optimum altitude wasn’t identified and for this, more tests would need to be done. Also, results
showed that the optimum altitude depends on the focal length of the camera used and in our example,
the shape of the rills. In an ideal world, every single parameters having an influence on the quality of the
end product would receive a certain weight. However, the results showed for example that the shape of
the rill is an important factor when the used drone flies lower. It seems really impossible to quantify those
parameters.
In his study, (Bazzoffi, 2015) also calculates regression lines between rill depths and estimated depth.
However, Bazzoffi uses a combination of UAV and GIS approach to measure the depth of the rills. His best
R² reaches 0.87. Also, the DEMs he creates have a resolution of 0.043 meter per pixel. These DEMs are
created from a flying altitude of 45 meters using a Falcone 8 Octocopter with its 14.2 megapixels APS-C
Sensor.
In another study (Westoby et al., 2012) different pixel densities are obtains. The Structure from Motion
pipeline is also being used but with images taken from a Panasonic DMC-G10 with 12 megapixels. From
159 pictures taken of a hill, a dense point cloud has been created constituted with 2.900.000 points. In
2012, processing this amount of data using the SIFT algorithm took a longer time.
For the photogrammetric approach, calculating a certain corrector that would be applied per drone would
be ideal. Even though the results showed a relation between the actual depth and the measure depth in
the models for the Mavic 20 meters and the Phantom 20 meters, the variance was too big to calculate a
proper corrector. The above mentioned parameters are the reason of this variance.
On contrary, the RiCOPTER is less affected by those parameters. However, the advances technology
installed on this drone result in prices that are much higher than a simple drone with a good camera and
a license for a photogrammetric software as Agisoft Photoscan. As an example, the RiCOPTER with VUX1UAV and the required software are sold from the company RIEGL at approximately 350.000 euros. The
DJI Mavic Hasselblad 2 Professional on the other hand, combined with an annual license Agisoft
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Methashape Pro cost approximately 3.500 euros. Both methodologies require powerful hardware
equipment for processing the data.
In order to help determining which technique and which equipment would be sufficient for your
application/research topic, two main questions need to be asked: what do I want to use my high resolution
DEM for? In other words what do I need to detect so what is the required level of precision? The other
question would be: what is my budget?
To make a proper decision on which technique using in your research more information is needed. In this
part of the thesis, two examples will be given. Those examples aren’t realistic and are just meant to
understand that a lot of factors affect the choice one would made when it comes to those two approaches.
Example 1:
The US army is looking for a way to detect and clean a small part of the Sahara desert were mines were
placed during a certain war. Over the time, the weight of the mine has made the sand slightly settled down
around mines. Before sending deminers on the field, the US army would like to create a risk map of
potential location of the mines. The shape of the used mines and the expected sand profile is pre-defined.
The army is looking for a non-invasive technique which would create a high resolution digital elevation
model with great precision. The expected sand profile will be calculated. That profile would be used as a
filter and it will be passed over the created DEM. If, at a certain location, the expected profile perfectly
match the DEM, then a risk factor would be calculated at that location. The best the expected profile
matches the DEM, the higher the risk factor would be.
In this example, a drone as the RiCOPTER with VUX-1UAV would be better than deriving a DEM from aerial
images. The first reason is that the RiCOPTER has shown more regularity in the results. The second reason
is that the RiCOPTER is a non-invasive method as a base station can be placed out of the mine area. Even
though ground control points aren’t really necessary to create a model using the photogrammetric
pipeline, ignoring them have an influence on the camera calibration and thus the quality of the end
products.
For this example, a high precision and reliability of the results is very important. Therefore, the budget of
the used drone and thus technique is not a problem.
Example 2:
In Galicia (North Spain), a heavy rainfall lead to many tons of sedimental loss in an agriculture area. During
the heavy rain, the ground transformed into mud and streamed away in a river located nearby the
agricultural fields. Local farmers want to know exactly how much ground was lost and were the rills are
located in order to know how much ground is needed to refill the rills.
For this example a simple drone with a good camera would be sufficient. Several flight can be done and a
model of the situation after the rainfall can be created based on aerial images.
In this example, the budget is a more important factor. The quality of the results is not as important
because the farmers are looking for a approximatively number of sediment loss.
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6. Conclusion
During this research both approaches were compared one to another. Points clouds and DEMs were
created using photogrammetry and a laser scanner installed on the drone. The point clouds created with
the RiCOPTER with VUX-1UAV are less dense but more precise than the ones based on aerial images. A lot
of parameters such as camera specifications, flying altitude and shape of objects photographed affect the
quality of the point cloud and DEMs created with the photogrammetry approach. For this reason, the point
clouds and DEMs showed more variance (especially in height estimations of objects). Detailed images and
enough image overlap are crucial in order to detect small variations in terrain heights. The
photogrammetry approach is overall easier and cheaper than processing data from the RiCOPTER.
Using the Mavic 2 Professional, we managed to create very precise point clouds. The results showed that
not every camera is adequate to create such precise points clouds and DEMs. Also, the flying altitude is an
important factor that one must keep in mind.
The point clouds and DEMs created with the RiCOPTER combined with the VUC-1UAV showed better
results for height estimations of the rills and objects placed in the field.
The only point that could be improved with the RICOPTER is the point density. For this, the drone simply
has to stay longer in the air. The maximum point density is therefore related to the battery capacity.
Overall, both methods showed very promising results for bare soil areas.
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7. Appendices
Table 3: measured coordinates of the nine ground control points (1) and (2) and their average value (3)
used for the photogrammetry methodology. Coordinates measured in Amersfoort / RD New + NAP
height (EPSG: 7415)
Ground control point
X
Y
Z
1(1)
173404.444
445014.059
9.12
1(2)
173404.449
445014.064
9.118
1 (3)
173404.4465
445014.0615
9.119
2(1)
173410.509
444995.938
9.111
2(2)
173410.506
444995.929
9.108
2 (3)
173410.5075
444995.9335
9.1095
3(1)
173419.535
444973.935
9.071
3(2)
173419.528
444973.952
9.066
3 (3)
173419.5315
444973.9435
9.0685
4(1)
173352.902
444950.763
9.026
4(2)
173352.9
444950.768
9.026
4 (3)
173352.911
444950.7655
9.026
5(1)
173347.837
444970.979
8.976
5(2)
173347.832
444970.98
8.976
5 (3)
173347.8345
444970.9795
8.976
6(1)
173352.098
444991.33
9.
6(2)
173352.1
444991.329
9.013
6 (3)
173352.099
444991.3295
9.0065
7(1)
173260.497
444958.885
8.859
7(2)
173260.496
444958.884
8.854
7 (3)
173260.4965
444958.8845
8.8565
8(1)
173254.233
444936.214
8.741
8(2)
173254.234
444936.217
8.736
8 (3)
173254.2335
444936.2155
8.7385
9(1)
173256.323
444917.4
8.778
9(2)
173256.324
444917.4
8.779
9 (3)
173256.3235
444917.4
8.7785
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Table 4: coordinates (in Amersfoort / RD New + NAP height) of the thirty markers and specifications of
the thirty rills
Marker number
X
Y
Z
Depth (cm) Width (cm)
1
173359.100
445000.608
9.124
10.5
29.4
2
173364.105
444993.211
8.983
6.5
15.6
3
173371.564
445002.165
9.092
19.0
36.7
4
173390.716
445004.469
9.124
14.5
47.0
5
173323.280
444964.593
8.967
8.5
23.1
6
173336.255
444968.382
8.948
10.0
17.2
7
173348.093
444976.149
9.043
14.0
66.4
8
173350.266
444993.446
9.026
7.0
22.0
9
173274.911
444966.081
8.914
21.0
39.0
10
173265.757
444955.423
8.796
7.5
12.8
11
173302.447
444970.299
8.914
26
32.5
12
173393.763
445010.516
9.180
16.5
33.1
13
173400.473
445005.219
9.088
7.5
14.3
14
173407.585
445005.888
9.117
3.5
?
15
173414.494
444994.125
9.089
12.0
23.7
16
173421.779
444986.670
9.189
19.0
33.4
17
173428.238
444973.574
9.191
12.0
23.4
18
173246.019
444931.689
8.795
32.5
34.2
19
173242.603
444939.080
8.776
10.5
23.5
20
173388.854
444972.524
9.107
10.0
48.5
21
173403.840
444986.168
9.144
8.5
98.6
22
173411.869
444981.539
9.160
14.0
56.9
23
173420.633
444969.643
9.160
37.0
47.8
24
173375.513
444967.299
9.063
9.5
47.5
25
173387.053
445010.160
9.169
23.0
38.4
26
173367.135
444949.784
9.038
20.0
34.3
27
173339.081
444942.051
9.002
19.0
38.2
28
173316.387
444934.590
8.924
12.5
36.2
29
173285.807
444926.684
8.898
18.0
51.7
30
173264.000
444920.264
8.803
15.0
38.5
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RTK

MAVIC 20 METERS

MAVIC 40 meters

RiCOPTER 20 meters

Point

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

point 1
point 2
point 3
point 4
point 5
point 6

173359,100
173364,105
173371,564
173390,716
173323,280
173336,255

445000,608
444993,211
445002,165
445004,469
444964,593
444968,382

9,124
8,983
9,092
9,124
8,967
8,948

173359,145
173364,138
173371,624
173390,751
173323,285
173336,272

445000,583
444993,194
445002,149
445004,453
444964,614
444968,400

8,945
8,849
8,978
9,101
8,702
8,684

173359,113
173364,116
173371,580
173390,718
173323,299
173336,280

445000,624
444993,225
445002,192
445004,485
444964,623
444968,398

9,146
8,965
9,070
9,073
9,094
9,006

173357,909
173362,909
173370,370
173389,504
173322,064
173335,051

445001,916
444994,522
445003,484
445005,797
444965,952
444969,747

9,522
9,394
9,516
9,523
9,349
9,334

point 7
point 8
point 9
point 10
point 11
point 12

173348,093
173350,266
173274,911
173265,757
173302,447
173393,763

444976,149
444993,446
444966,081
444955,423
444970,299
445010,516

9,043
9,026
8,914
8,796
8,914
9,180

173348,115
173350,312
173274,938
173265,791
173302,487
173393,837

444976,164
444993,433
444966,018
444955,401
444970,283
445010,476

8,771
8,832
8,843
8,817
8,707
9,184

173348,118
173350,286

444976,168
444993,472

9,039
9,049

173302,494
173393,790

444970,320
445010,515

9,201
9,147

173346,916
173349,103
173273,734
173264,594
173301,293
173392,578

444977,494
444994,789
444967,369
444956,746
444971,644
445011,862

9,427
9,441
9,299
9,195
9,318
9,555

point 13
point 14
point 15
point 16
point 17
point 18

173400,473
173407,585
173414,494
173421,779
173428,238
173246,019

445005,219
445005,888
444994,125
444986,670
444973,574
444931,689

9,088
9,117
9,089
9,189
9,191
8,795

173400,511
173407,609
173414,510
173421,768
173428,199
173246,050

445005,205
445005,885
444994,163
444986,724
444973,667
444931,697

9,154
9,210
9,228
9,342
9,392
8,984

173400,481
173407,589
173414,498
173421,774
173428,233

445005,228
445005,904
444994,144
444986,689
444973,590

9,011
9,057
9,053
9,153
9,182

173399,267
173406,411
173413,31
173420,599
173427,022
173244,857

445006,557
445007,293
444995,469
444988,025
444974,946
444933,018

9,463
9,484
9,481
9,567
9,559
9,177

point 19
point 20
point 21
point 22
point 23
point 24

173242,603
173388,854
173403,840
173411,869
173420,633
173375,513

444939,080
444972,524
444986,168
444981,539
444969,643
444967,299

8,776
9,107
9,144
9,160
9,160
9,063

173242,644
173388,839
173403,851
173411,868
173420,591
173375,500

444939,070
444972,582
444986,197
444981,580
444969,731
444967,360

9,005
8,984
9,148
9,201
9,271
8,884

173388,845
173403,856
173411,881
173420,628
173375,521

444972,543
444986,179
444981,542
444969,654
444967,321

9,010
9,073
9,085
9,136
8,997

173241,389
173387,643
173402,628
173410,701
173419,434
173374,345

444940,436
444973,871
444987,496
444982,897
444971,005
444968,627

9,174
9,471
9,505
9,526
9,519
9,435

point 25

173387,053

445010,160

9,169

173387,102

445010,134

9,120

173387,051

445010,182

9,104

173385,829

445011,504

9,561
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point 26
point 27

173367,135
173339,081

444949,784
444942,051

9,038
9,002

173367,099
173339,050

444949,871
444942,142

8,793
8,713

173367,145
173339,102

444949,800
444942,077

9,001
9,107

173365,948
173337,922

444951,074
444943,379

9,405
9,385

point 28
point 29
point 30

173316,387
173285,807
173264,000

444934,590
444926,684
444920,264

8,924
8,898
8,803

173316,356
173285,783
173263,979

444934,668
444926,750
444920,319

8,692
8,714
8,849

173316,438

444934,627

9,092

173315,223
173284,629
173262,799

444935,887
444927,982
444921,565

9,305
9,279
9,197
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